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Minix is the least LoC , easily the most stable one and uses Ram Disk on a
Do While Loop to run it’s own drivers including the Sound Card Drivers …
FreeBSD of Clang Compiler is the most LoC, the least stable and gives you
the Beep of Death …
Linux is in between Minix and FreeBSD on LoC and is by far the most fully
featured one and they make it so easy to spoof the Mac Address on this
one …
Linux uses GCC Compiler and generally has less software bugs and
Mounts/Unmounts USB without the Kernel Panics or Beep of death that
Clang Compiler FreeBSD has …
GCC Is Currently Faster Than LLVM's Clang At Compiling The Linux Kernel
So Linux of GCC Compiler is the clear winner also Clang Compiler FreeBSD
has More LoC , takes longer to load programs , gives you the BEEP of
death Kernel Panic when rapidly mounting USB Drives , Benchmarks from
Phronix clearly show GCC is better than Clang and FreeBSD is still lacking
also many CVE security vulnerabilities still remained unpatched after
several months with BSD …
Minix being the most stable one is also not as user friendly as Linux to set
up …
So Linux will be middle ground to FreeBSD and Minix …
Minix = Least LoC = Sound Card Drivers on Ram Disk = Do While Loop for
Drivers …
We still are using Hybrid Kernel Windows on most Government Machines …
One other thing that gets me is IPtables CVE Flaws in Linux , Minix has
Pfsense for
that same reason, Minix being the clear winner, Redox OS is just
Experimental …
I just want convenience, I’ll go with Gentoo Linux, can go in to network
settings,
Set a DNS and Mac Address or Random Mac Address, the only good
security audit I know of is to chmod -R 000 su sudo sudoedit gksudo and
doas and that will work to stop any remote root attempts at hacking the
system …

You then type : su / date | base64 / passwd root usr and include the “=”
sign in passwd …
So now the Newer Releases of Linux’s GCC are now more efficient than
Clang why would I bother with a Buggy FreeBSD system that kernel panics
when rapidly mounting drives, the sound manager crashes, ZFS/UFS are
not as stable and often are prone to corruption, I have easily lost data on
UFS/ZFS and never on ext4 / reiser / fat32 / ntfs …
As biased as that sounds I still think I have the first amendment to say
that …
Commies still run Big Tech and Censor even Superficial Things such as that
…
If I just want Lame MP3 out of the box in FFMPEG I go with Gentoo Linux
…
The New GhostBSD requires 4+ GB of Ram and so many BSD users are on
suckless
or Rat Poison Desktop for that same reason … So it’s all a matter of
preference …
For instance I do not always pay for Internet, I crack it with f4f4f4f4f4f4
Spoofed Mac Address and a special spot … To do this effectively I need
Linux or a Linux Distro …
I could compile a BSD Distro , I just don’t feel the need to do so …
There are so many Linux Distros then there is Nomad BSD, PC BSD,
Desktop BSD, and Ghost BSD, and when it comes down to it Calculate
Linux , Manjaro Linux, Puppy Linux, Slitaz Linux, Kubuntu Linux, Artix
Linux, Trisquel are the only good ethical Linux Distros I will stick to that
can what : Spoof the Mac Address to crack WiFi and get me Online …
Based on my budget I can only afford : IBM Lenovo :
T400/T420/T61/T60/X200/X201
MSI Wind / Dell Inspiron 11 / Intel NUC Mini PC $100 / Eee PC
900A/1005HAB …
For a Music Player I use a crappy Sony ICD-PX470/370 and Sennheiser
HD1’s …
FreeBSD is also a Proprietary Licence , Linux and GNU are Official Copyleft
…
Minix is BSD so it is also a Proprietary Licence , also Berkeley is Jewish ,
Jewish Means Proprietary in so many ways … Pardon my Political
Incorrectness …
Richard Stallman of GNU / Linux openly is against making Israel a Nation
State and is for Free Palestine and the BDS Boycott Movement of Puma
and other Companies …

Richard Stallman is an alt Jew and non-zionist Jew, other Jews you will find
are Country Clubbers and Zionists aka Globalists and we know it’s a Jew
World Order …
Hitler actually got Germany out of a Banking Debt and printed their own
money supply so everything taught by the Victors in history is all BS
including the Holocaust Myth …
When will this shit ever end, the Jews have taken over every part of
Computers …
A BSD licence is Proprietary a GNU is NOT and is Actually Copyleft …
Minix and FreeBSD are both BSD and Proprietary …
Then they go as far as to backdoor a Minix CPU called x86x64 or 32 and 64
Bit …
This includes all major Intel and AMD systems are Back-doored and
hackable …
So many say : If you are not on arm or mips you are doing it wrong
( makes sense ) …
I think that is about it for this senseless ramble Linux is clearly Copyleft
Derp Derp …

The Magic Mac Address is : f4:f4:f4:f4:f4:f4
The Magic DNS is : 45.60.1.1

